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2015 Third Quarter VIRGINIA BEACH FIRE DEPARTMENT 

 

As I write this article, we are wrapping up another summer 
season here in Virginia Beach.  As always, during the sum-
mer our personnel respond to an increased number of inci-
dents, especially at the oceanfront.  This summer the VBFD 
again provided great service to our citizens and visitors.  
From EMS incidents to fire alarms in the hotels to multiple 
alarm fires, our department managed them all in a profes-
sional manner.  I want to thank everyone for the great work. 
 
We are currently in the midst of Hurricane Season and just 
last week we had a scare from Hurricane Joaquin.  I am 
thankful that the storm headed out to sea instead of up the 
Chesapeake Bay.  But once again, the Fire Department and 
our Emergency Management Division did great work in pre-
paring for and responding to the after effects of the storm, 
as well as the rain that moved in from the North.  During 
times of storms and potential disaster situations that impact 
the city, the VBFD continues to be one of the lead agencies 
for the city. 
 
Additionally, as a result of the storm in the South and Hurri-
cane Joaquin, there has been major flooding in the Colum-
bia and Charleston, South Carolina areas.  This has result-
ed in our FEMA team being deployed.  I wanted to take a 
minute and thank not only all of the members deployed, but 
all of you who  pitched in here at home to ensure the team 
got out the door safely and all who were covering the back-
fills for those deployed.  The VBFD deployed some 45 per-
sonnel between the team, the Incident Support Team (IST), 
and the drivers for the IST equipment cache.  You all make 
the VBFD the “Go To” organization that it is. 
 
As we move from summer to fall, we will most likely see an 
increase in fire activity.  People will be in their homes cook-
ing and celebrating the holidays and heating appliance inci-
dents will be on the rise.  Please continue to train and pre-
pare for these incidents, as I want us to be at our best when 
our citizens need us the most! 
 
Stay Safe. 
 
Chief Cover 
 

 

 

By: Deputy Chief McAndrews 

Well, the TRFA 152 class has graduated and they will be 
sent to the field providing much needed relief to the Op-
erations side of the department.  These new firefighters 
like those of you before them went through a grueling 
“vetting process” to help us ensure we were hiring the 
best personnel to fill the vacancies left by those retiring 
from this great profession and department.  I talk to pro-
spective VBFD members regularly who ask what they 
need to do to get hired into this great department.  I tell 
them you have to get through some basic evaluations: a 
written test that evaluates basic aptitude and a physical 
abilities test. What gets you hired, though, is “your char-
acter” and we do this through several methods: a struc-
tured oral interview, background investigation, and poly-
graph evaluation.  Living with other individuals for 24 
hours is a difficult proposition and having VBFD mem-
bers going inside a residents home or business unes-
corted demands that, as an organization, we try and en-
sure that the individuals we hire have the character that 
embodies the Values [Honesty, Integrity, Trust, Caring] 
of the VBFD. 
 
I recently read a couple of articles about character and 
thought this was a perfect time to discuss it since we 
have new VBFD members going out to the field.  What a 
great opportunity for our senior members “on the floor” to 
mentor our newest members about character and more 
importantly about the character of the VBFD.  So, when 
we say someone has good character, we are 
expressing the belief that 
their overall nature is 
defined by their individual 
traits like integrity, cour-
age, and compassion, or 
more importantly in the 
case of the VBFD, it is 
honesty, integrity, trust, 
and caring!  People with 
good character are guid-
ed by ethical principles 
even when it may not be 
in their best interest or 
maybe physically danger-
ous to them.  They do the 
right thing even when no 
one is looking.  Research 
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has shown good character is not a hereditary trait we are born with, and it isn’t determined by a single noble act.  Character is 
established not by good intentions, but by a principled adherence to a set of moral values.  In essence, character is ethics in 
action.  Our character is both formed and revealed by how we deal with everyday situations as well as extraordinary pres-
sures and temptations. 
 
I would venture to say that for most of us not a day passes that we don’t have to make an ethical decision, whether on or off 
duty.  When faced with these ethical decisions, the easy way to gauge what you should do, is ask yourself if the decision you 
make were to be placed on the front page of the newspaper, would you be comfortable with it?  Unfortunately, many firefight-
ers across the country either don’t take the time to measure their actions or comments, or simply don’t have the character to 
make the right decision.  Just take a look on the fire service news blogs and you’ll see the multitude of incidents where fire-
fighters have engaged in unethical behavior: sexual misconduct in the firehouse, theft, abuse of leave, embezzlement, and the 
list goes on.  We are entrusted to serve the public and our values should always drive our ethical decision making so we DO 
NOT compromise the trust the public has in us.  When you compare the level of trust placed in the fire service compared to 
other professions, the fire service is always found to be at the top.  However, as we see more and more events involving fire 
service personnel where their lack of ethical decision making reaches the media, that level of trust will erode.   
 
We as an organization must protect and guard, at all costs, the reputation that the VBFD has developed over the years.   Let’s 
welcome our newest firefighters to the VBFD family through great mentoring and guide them to make the right decisions 
based on the values of the VBFD.  This will ensure they will continue to be productive members continuing the great traditions 
of the VBFD set forth before them by those members of this organization who have preceded them. 
 
 
 
 
 

A Message From the VBFD’s First Civilian PIO 

By: Art Kohn 

The last time I wrote an article for our newsletter, I was a Multimedia Specialist at the Fire and EMS Training Center.  
Now, I am proud to say that I am the First Civilian Public Information Officer for the VBFD.  I wanted to take this oppor-
tunity to make sure everyone knows that can be reached at Fire Administration, 4817 Columbus Street, office phone 385
-2877, cell 757-374-7978, and email akohn@vbgov.com.  If I can be of any assistance, whether it’s a matter involving 
the media or something as simple as community outreach programs please let me know.  If you have any suggestions 
about how we can improve our efforts to make sure the public and the City of Virginia Beach (CVB) Leadership are re-
ceiving our message and to better help them understand the many ways the VBFD serves the citizens of Virginia Beach, 
please let me know.   
 
Some of you may have noticed the media coverage the VBFD got during the “almost-hurricane”, VA-TF2’s deployment 
to South Carolina (including extensive media coverage of their “heroes’ homecoming celebration”) and our 2015 
“Firefighter of the Year” award to Captain Ray Irizarry.  Our popularity on Facebook continues to grow and I am working 
to expand the use of other social media to spread our message.  Please understand that these efforts are not an attempt 
to seek praise for the things we do.  Saving lives and property is reward enough and the reason we do what we do.  That 
said, it is important for the public to understand who we are, what we do, and how their tax dollars are being used to in-
sure their safety.  It is also crucial to make sure the decision makers who determine operating budgets for the City of 
Virginia Beach understand the value of investing in a well equipped, well trained, and efficient Fire Department.    
 
Another message we want to make sure the public is receiving is that “fire is everybody’s fight“.  Teaching fire prevention 
methods to the public and promoting programs like “Operation Smoke Detector” is crucial to public safety and one of our 
core missions.  Any suggestions about how we can improve on these efforts would be welcomed.  In fact, I am trying to 
come up with some kind of interesting demonstration we can perform for the media to get the word out on fire prevention 
for the holidays.  Something that will be visual yet informing so that we can improve our chances of getting adequate 
media attention in order to reach as many citizens of Virginia Beach as possible.  I look forward to hearing from you and 
most of all, I look forward to our continued success. 

mailto:akohn@vbgov.com
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Battalion One has remained busy with numerous fire and rescue calls. 
 
Battalion One responded to a working structure fire at the Travelodge Hotel on July 21.  The 
first arriving units found heavy fire conditions on the second floor.  Crews were met with chal-
lenging conditions due to the need for additional resources to search the structure and the 
weather temperature.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
On July 22

,
 units responded to 72

nd
 and Atlantic 

Avenue for a reported structure fire.  Crews arrived 
on the scene to find  heavy fire conditions and re-
quested a second alarm.  Crews began to make an 
aggressive attack and extinguish the fire.  
 
 

 
 

Units responded to the 100 block of Oceana Boulevard for a report of a structure fire and upon arrival 
found a multi-family structure with heavy fire involvement. Crews began an aggressive fire attack and 
shortly after arrival, the fire was placed under control.  
 
 
 
 

 
Engine 12 responded to an EMS call for a report of a patient who was stung by a bee and had begun to swell.  The call was placed by a 
third party and upon arrival, Engine 12 found the patient in the backyard in cardiac arrest with no airway due to swelling. Engine 12 be-
gan CPR and the patient was asystole on the monitor. Once the patient was suctioned and intubated, the crews made the conversion 
and regained a pulse. 
 
The Scott Firefighter Combat Challenge was held August 7th and 8th at the Rudee Inlet Loop at the Oceanfront.  Many members of the 
Virginia Beach Fire Department participated, as well as firefighters from all over the world.  Although this event had a great turnout, the 
largest event of the quarter was the Rock ‘n’ Roll Half Marathon.  This event drew thousands of competitors, including 10 members from 
the VBFD.   
 
We would like to congratulate Colton and Elizabeth Lotts on the arrival of their new baby, Carson Alexander Lotts, who was born on Sep-
tember 8, at 6:18 p.m., and weighed 6 pounds and 15 ounces.  Welcome, baby Carson, to the VBFD family.  On another note, we were 
sad to see the retirement of Captain Greg Benshoff.  Benny’s last shift was Tuesday, September 29 and an open house was held for him 
at Station 12.  The open house had a great turnout and everyone enjoyed viewing a slideshow nad reminiscing about the “good old 
days.” 

Battalion 1 
By:  Firefighter McMahon, E8/A 
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Christopher Baker Gavin Barr Rory Compton Christopher Daugherty Jonathan Jansen 

Troy Prentice Robert Purser Jeffrey Rillon Christopher Scott 

William Skelaney Douglas Stambaugh 

Gary Lee Jacob Malkowski 

Francisco Medina Stephen Mercer Jacob Pelletier 

Kristina Ussery 

TRFA 152 graduated October 21, 2015., at the Sandler Center 
for the Performing Arts.  Over the past eight and a half months, 
as with previous TRFA’s, mental and physical challenges were 
met and overcome.  These firefighters will look to the seasoned 
firefighters for their knowledge and guidance. 
 
Remember, you were once a probationary firefighter, so be pre-
pared to help them succeed, as they begin their careers.  

Meet TRFA 152 

Senior Man - Fireman to Firefighter 
By:  Company 7/C  

Did the senior man have a senior moment?  No…we hijacked his column to turn the spot-
light around on him for a change.   

Forty years.  There are few people out there who can say they have been working at the 
same company for 40 years and love it.  We, at Station 7, are lucky enough to have one 
such living legacy.  Mike McAndrews has been a firefighter, teacher, leader, and friend to 
those with whom he has worked for the past four decades.  He has remained dedicated to 
the fire department and FEMA and has remained an engaged and hardworking firefighter 
throughout his time with us.   

Recently there has been a lot of talk around the country regarding legacies and encourag-
ing people to focus on what they will leave behind.  Mike does not need to worry about 
what he will leave behind as his legacy is evident daily in his influence on those with whom 

he works alongside.  There are literally thousands of us out there who have had the opportunity to learn how to push a broom, maintain 
tools, fight fires, or get some friendly advice on where to park from Mike.  Despite having been able to retire many years ago, he has 
stayed on.  In doing so, he has provided us all with priceless moments, memories, and advice.   

Firefighters come and go in the department each and every year, but Mike is one asset that will be sorely missed if he does decide to 
retire.  How will you be remembered? 
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Four Beach Firefighters Receive Highest  

National Honor 

2015 Ben Franklin Award of Valor for  

Complex Mass Casualty Rescue 
 

By: District Chief Barakey 

 
On August 27, 2015, 
four Virginia Beach fire-
fighters were recog-
nized for their courage 
and dedication while 
saving the lives of three 
critically injured children 
during a challenging and 
horrific vehicle accident 
on April 16, 2014. The 
men were honored by 
the International Associ-
ation of Fire Chiefs at the 

2015 Fire-Rescue International Conference in Atlanta, 
Georgia. 
 
The prestigious award recognizes firefighters from 
around the world for their expertise in training, leader-
ship, courage, heroic actions and safe practices. The 
Benjamin Franklin Award of Valor is the highest honor 
bestowed by the association. It is named after the na-
tion’s first fire chief, Benjamin Franklin. 
 
Medals of valor were presented to Captain William Bai-
ley, Master Firefighter Kevin Wirth, Firefighters Robert 
Doran and Paul Sigwart. Fire Chief Steven R. Cover  
was also honored. 
 
The firefighters were recognized for their valiant efforts 
after a crash on Sandbridge Road in which a pickup truck 
hit a car carrying seven people. Six people were trapped 
inside the flattened wreckage. Responding with great 
courage and composure in the face of a complex, stress-
ful situation, the crew skillfully cut through metal, re-
moved child after child, and worked feverishly to save 
their lives.   

fee. With their help and encouragement, we fielded a total 
of 14 players with every player getting to participate in 
every event. 
 
Four sports were played sequentially and the VBFD faced 
off against members of the Chesapeake Police Depart-
ment  in basketball, flag football, kickball and ultimate Fris-
bee. VBFD won the first three events by a healthy margin 
assuring a win. Ultimate Frisbee came down to the wire 
with a last minute end-zone catch breaking the tie and 
securing the one point win.  The clean 4-0 sweep earned 
VBFD bragging rights and a $100 cash prize.  Arrange-
ments have been made to donate the winnings on behalf 
of the VBFD and the Union to Vigilant Watch.  A special 
thank you to all of the players who showed up to represent 
the VBFD: 
 
Jose Aguerrebere, 19/C 
Randy Boone, 10/C 
Kyle Bosiljevac, 3/A 
Tim Byrne, 7/A 
Eric Collins, 2/C 
Derek Degges, 14/B 
Jon Elliot, 10/C 
Brad Flynn, 10/A 
Robby Huston, 18/B 
Keith Laufhutte, 2/A 
Derrick Lawver, 16/B 
Dave Mitchell, 5/B 
Reggie Wilkes, 9/B 
Tony Wilson, 19/B 
 
A special thank you for overwhelming support goes out to 
the Union, Bill Bailey, BJ Raftery, Dave Scherrer, Larry 
Zimba, E18/C, Tanker 5/C, our friends and families, and 
everyone who helped with organizing and covering trades 
so our players could participate, and those who stopped 
by to cheer us on.  There are sure to be more tourna-
ments in the future so everyone is encouraged to come 
out and have a good time! 
 

 

Clash of the Heroes 
 

By:  MFF Degges 
 
On August 15, 2015, members of the VBFD entered 
a Fire/Police sports tournament, Clash of the Heroes, 
held at the Virginia Beach Field House.  The event 
was organized by the field house to recognize local 
public safety personnel and provide some friendly 
competition.  The VBPF Union helped to sponsor our 
team by paying half of each member’s registration 

From left to right:  Chyna Kinser, Keith Laufhutte, Sara Zimba, 

Emily Zimba, Larry Zimba, Dave Mitchell, Randy Boone, Jon 

Elliot, Ava Diaz, Brittany Diaz, Derrick Lawver, Tim Byrne, 

Derek Degges, Eric Collins, Jose Aguerrebere, Tony Wilson, 

Rob Huston, Brad Flynn, Kyle Bosiljevac, Reggie Wilkes 
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The Virginia Beach Fire Department Resource Management Bureau is 

responsible for providing goods and services to successfully carry out the 

mission of the Virginia Beach Fire Department.  We strive to improve our 

service delivery model constantly, while remaining as transparent as pos-

sible, so you may better understand how our operation flows.  Our job at 

Resource Management continues to evolve and it is our job to stay ahead 

of the game by aggressively addressing issues and concerns as they 

arise.  This will, in-turn, strengthen our service delivery model and give the 

customer a solid understanding of what we do on a daily basis. 

Currently we are locked into a few large departmental projects, one of 

which is the SCBA replacement project.  Additionally, we have just concluded the glove trial replacement project and currently 

the letter of justification is being generated for purchasing.  As many of you are aware, Molly Riley and Carrie Brandt are 

working to close out several grant contracts, while at the same time, starting the procurement process with several others.  

Chuck and Bob continue to maintain daily operations of the warehouse while assisting both the internal and external custom-

er.  All our commodities are being tracked in DAMS, which is our data asset management program.  In the near future, we will 

be looking at a replacement inventory system that will be user friendly and will save us valuable time receiving/tracking and 

expending assets.  Dave is busy ensuring our SCBA’s remain in service until the new contract is awarded and continues to 

maintain all our operational tools and equipment.  We are also working on many small projects such as auctioning old equip-

ment, developing a workbook based equipment tracking system, and visiting available commercial sites to support our move 

from training to name just a few.   

As Resource Management, we are judged on our ability to efficiently and effectively provide for our customer base.  Every 

transaction or interaction we have with a customer is viewed as critical to the Resource Team and is an opportunity to provide 

quality service and product.  This responsibility is NEVER taken lightly as a support function for public safety.  If you look at 

Resource Management as an online store, which is exactly one of our visions, it is our plan to become more of a delivery sys-

tem to satisfy your needs and return repaired equipment and tools to the field forces in a timely manner.  The Department has 

grown and expanded in many areas and so has Resource Management in keeping up with demands; however, our growth 

has been merely for survivability purposes.  It is now time for us to examine our operation, which has been long overdue.  

Currently, we are reviewing every component and method we currently practice.  We are redefining our business model by 

establishing goals for the Bureau such as: 

 Defining our roles and responsibilities in the Resource Management Asset Manual 

 Sending out an annual short survey to determine how we can improve our service delivery model to better suit opera-

tional needs 

 Educate the customer base by identifying our products and services through 

 Email updates and SOP changes as with TSE 6.04 (Fire service tools and equipment, inspection, repair, and 

maintenance) 

 Segments on specific topics in VBFD Newsletter 

 Frontline segments addressing various topics 

 Adapting our operations to meet new goals and objectives by creating a RM manual and establishing baselines for op-

erational expectations 

See everyone out on the street! 

 

 

Resource Management Bureau — A Broader Look 

 
By:  Battalion Chief Reynolds and the RM Team 
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CERT 
By: Cookie Ketcham 

The Virginia Beach CERT team has been very busy over the past two months.  
Just to give you an idea of the things that we do, during July, we spoke at the 
Red Wing Civic League meeting, provided security, assisted with a lost kids 
shelter, collected parking lot money during the July 4

th
 event at Mt. Trashmore, 

hosted a Chain Saw Safety class, provided parking assistance at the Comicon 
at Creeds Library, participated in the Medically Friendly Shelter exercise, and 
participated in the water distribution exercise (COMEX).  WHEW! 
 
During August, the CERT team began Class # 60, participated in the Oceana 
Air Show Drill, worked at the Combat Challenge, participated at the Surfer’s 
Healing event at the Oceanfront, did a presentation for the TRIAD Senior 
group, worked security at the USO concert at Camp Pendleton, spoke to the 
Virginia Beach Kiwanis Club, and attended lots of planning meetings for the 
Rock ‘n Roll ½ Marathon. 
 
As you can see, we stay very busy assisting with many varied events.  The 
volunteers are an incredible group of people dedicated to helping out the city 
whenever they are asked.  If you see them out and about in their yellow vests 
and ball caps, please thank them for their service! 
 

 

Left to right: VB CERT member CB Garrette, 

Doug Duggan, Program Manager Cookie Ketcham, 

and Jackie Carr at Camp Pendleton USO concert with 

members of the Waterloo Revival Band 

2015 NAS Oceana Air Show Recap 
By:  Heather Gordon 

 
The skies were blue and the diesel and jet fumes were aplenty during the 2015 NAS Oceana Airshow September 18 – 20

th
.   

 
For months ahead of time, the VBFD and OEM participated in the Airshow Planning Committee meetings to ensure public 
safety, proper messaging, and an  integrated coordinated response plan should the need arise.   
 
According to Richard “Corky” Erie, Air Show Director, there were almost 300,000 in attendance over the three-day weekend 
shows, including an increase in attendance on Friday, September 18

th
, for the Military/Dependent and Special Needs show. 

 
There were also an additional 12,000 people who attended the Saturday Beach Blast event at the Oceanfront. 
 
As always, the Blue Angels were a highlight for many, along with the Shockwave.  VBFD recruitment was also present with 
the Monster Fire Truck in Recruiters Row, reporting strong outreach and interest numbers. 
 
Our close working relationship with NAS Oceana Command and Navy Region Mid-Atlantic Fire & Emergency Services is a 
wonderful example of our presence and impact in the community at large. 

 
 

Photos courtesy of Jet Observer, http://www.norfolknavyflagship.com 
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The American Heart Association guidelines state that everyone should get 30 minutes of moderate exercise a day, 2 ½ hours 

a week. 

An article in the Washington Post on August 6 questions whether this is enough. The article drew information from an analysis 

from the Journal of Circulation, which reviewed 12 studies involving 370,460 men and women with a follow up of 15 years. 

Each of the participants self-reported their daily activity level. The group over the 15 years experienced 20 - 203 Heart Failure 

events (A Heart Failure is when the heart cannot supply enough oxygen to the body). Heart failure affects 5.1 million Ameri-

cans. 

When the studies were compiled it was found that those participants who followed the AHA Guidelines did have a “modest 

reduction” in Heart Failure compared to those who did not exercise. It was found that participants who reported exercising 

twice and four times as much as the AHA Guidelines had a “substantial risk reduction” of 20% and 35% respectively. The 

study showed that physical activity had a dose dependent effect on Heart Failure (The higher the level of physical activity the 

lower the risk of Heart Failure). 

 Many people will look at this article and comment that they simply do not have time to devote 5 or 10 hours a week to exer-

cise. They should remember that we are talking about their health, so perhaps they should make time. It should also be noted 

that the exercise in these studies were considered of moderate intensity not vigorous intensity. The Center for Disease Control 

and Prevention notes that 1 minute of vigorous activity is equal to approximately 2 minutes of moderate exercise (vigorous 

exercise is defined as making breathing difficult and increasing the heart rate to a high level). So, we are given a choice: we 

can do 5 to 10 hours of moderate exercise (walking, water aerobics, casual bike riding, lawn mowing, etc.), or we can combine 

moderate and vigorous exercise (jogging or running, swimming, fast pace bike riding, basketball, singles tennis, etc.) and cut 

the time. It is important to remember that 2 ½ hours a week of moderate exercise, although better than not exercising, may not 

give you the protection we thought it would. 

This information was taken from The Washington Post October 6, 2015, article “New study says 30 minutes of exercise a day 

is not enough. You should double or quadruple that.” By Wilborn P. Nobles III and Ariana Eunjung Cha.  

Is 30 Minutes of Exercise a Day Enough? 
By:  Herb West 
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2016 VBFD CAREER PATH CLASSES 

 

ADDITIONAL CLASSES BEING OFFERED  

JANUARY 4 & 11 Arson Detection for 1st Responders 

 19 & 20 Building Construction (Non-Combustible) 

 21 & 22 STICO (Strategy and Tactics for Initial Company Officers) 

 25 NFIRS — REPORT WRITING 

FEBRUARY 4 & 5 Incident Safety Officer 

 15 & 16 Incident Command Simulation 

JANUARY 6,8,13,15,27 Officer 2 (Prerequisites:  NFPA 1021-2003 Edition, Instructor Level 1, Hazardous Materials Ops 

(VA), IS 700, 100, 200) 

 5,7,12,14,26 Instructor 2 (Prerequisites:  Current Instructor 1 certification, Hazardous Materials Ops (VA), IS 

700,100, 200 

FEBRUARY 

MARCH 

APRIL 

12 19 & 

4,18 & 

1 

Officer 3 (Prerequisites: NFPA 1021-2003 Edition, Officer Level II, Instructor Level II, Hazard-

ous Materials Ops (VA), IS 100, 200, 300, 400, 700, 800)  

The Fire Training Staff would like to Congratulate, Firefighter of the Year,  

Captain Ray Irizarry 


